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Manor Farm, Bloswood Lane, Whitchurch, Hampshire
An Archaeological Evaluation

by Steven Crabb

Report 11/107b

Introduction

This report documents the results of an archaeological field evaluation carried out on land off Bloswood Lane,

(SU 4580 4830) (Fig. 1). The work was commissioned by Mr Andrew Morris of Bewley Homes, Inhurst House,

Brimpton Road, Baughurst, Hampshire, RG26 5JJ on behalf of Bewley Homes and Banner Homes.

Planning permission is to be sought from Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council for residential

development of the site. Archaeological evaluation of the site has been requested in order to enable an informed

planning decision with respect to the potential archaeological impact of the proposal.

This is in accordance with the Department for Communities and Local Government’s Planning Policy

Statement, Planning for the Historic Environment (PPS5 2010), and the Borough Council’s policies on

archaeology. The field investigation was carried out to a specification drawn up in consultation with Mr David

Hopkins of Hampshire County Council. The fieldwork was undertaken by Steven Crabb, Christopher Crabb and

Daniel Bray between 14th and 21st December 2011 and the site code is MBW11/107. The archive is presently

held at Thames Valley Archaeological Services, Reading and will be deposited with Hampshire Museums

Service in due course.

Location, topography and geology

The site is located on the south-west margins of Whitchurch, between Andover and Basingstoke in Hampshire

(SU 4580 4815)(Fig. 1). It is bounded to the north by Bloswood Road and to the east by the embankment of a

defunct railway line; to the south is a recent residential development and the site backs onto open land rising up

to the west (Fig. 2. The site is an irregular parcel of land measuring c. 3.1ha in area). The site currently consists

of an area of open uncultivated grassland. The underlying geology consists of river and valley gravel (BGS

1975). This was observed in the trench as a fine flint gravel in a dark reddish brown silty clay matrix. The site is

at a height of approximately 75m above Ordnance Datum.
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Archaeological background

The archaeological potential of Whitchurch in general has recently been summarized (HCC 2002). The site’s

archaeological potential stems from its location relatively close to the historic core of Whitchurch which has late

Saxon origins and is recorded in Domesday Book (Williams and Martin 2002). The site lies in an area where

probable Saxon burials were found during construction of the former railway. It also relatively close to Manor

Farm, which may have medieval origins, and several earthworks close to Bloswood Lane on the site itself may

relate to medieval occupation. However, evaluation of a parcel of land to the south (Wallis 2007) found nothing

of archaeological interest.

More immediately relevant, however, the site has a number of upstanding earthworks present which were

been recorded during a walkover survey in November 2011 (Fig. 3). These mostly comprise a miscellany of

linear features but notably include an oval mound, c. 1m high and up to 19m across. There was no obvious

surrounding ditch. This feature is thought possibly to be a round barrow, though other less common circular

structures such as a motte or windmill mound are also possibilities. It was also a possibility that it was a modern

feature such as a dump of soil or demolition rubble. This mound is the subject of the evaluation reported here. A

geophysical survey was also undertaken of the mound and its environs (Sabin and Donaldson 2011) and forms

Appendix 6.

Objectives and methodology

The purpose of the evaluation was to determine the character and date of the mound. This was to take place with

as little excavation as possible so as to maintain the integrity of the earthwork should it be thought desirable to

preserve it in-situ. A single trench was to be excavated in the south-eastern corner of the earthwork mound. It

was initially to be 4m long by 1m wide but was later extended. The turf was to be removed by hand, under the

supervision of an ecologist who was present to observe and relocate any reptiles found. The remaining topsoil

and subsoil were also removed by hand and all archaeological deposits were cleaned and excavated by hand.

The trench details are listed in Appendix 1. Appendix 2 catalogues the features excavated.

Results

The trench initially measured 4m in length and 1m in width and was aligned SSE-NNW. It was subsequently

extended by a further 3.5m (Figs 3 and 4). The stratigraphy consisted of topsoil (50), between 0.1m–0.25m of
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dark grey brown clayey loam with occasional flint fragments and frequent roots, above 0.20m of  a dark reddish

brown silty clay (51) subsoil which was present along the whole length of the trench.

At the south-eastern end of the trench was a second subsoil deposit of grey/reddish/brown silty clay with

frequent flint gravel and fragments of flint (55) which overlay the natural geology, the latter comprising gravel

in a mid reddish brown silty clay matrix (Fig. 4).

At the northern end of this initial trench a wide feature (1) was recorded (Pl. 1). This lay beneath the silty

clay (51) but cut subsoil (55) and the natural geology. This feature was up to 5m wide. It was partially excavated

to a depth of 0.55m below the top of the natural geology and appears to be a ditch or large pit. The uppermost

layer of the ditch (57) was a loose gravel within a grey/brown silty clay matrix, which also extended beyond the

ditch cut. Surprisingly, the deposits excavated below this (52–54) produced 818 sherds (97% of the total

assemblage) of Roman pottery. The assemblage is chronologically mixed with small sherd size suggesting either

a long lifespan or material derived from a redeposited midden. Whilst most of the pottery is early Roman, late

Roman pottery is also recorded.

The initial trench was located across what was then considered to be the tail of the mound but the discovery

of the large ditch suggested that the mound proper had not been examined. Therefore, the trench was extended

by a further 3.5m towards the centre of the mound.

The northern edge of feature 1 was uncovered in this extension and after its definition the feature was not

further examined. The stratigraphy of the extension trench comprised topsoil (50) and subsoil (51) above a thin

lens (56) of dark grey/brown silty clay with occasion gravel inclusions, perhaps representing a remnant turfline.

This extended partially over the northern edge of the ditch and petered out midway along the trench (less than

halfway across the ditch). These overlay layer (57) which was observed to be continuous from the top infill of

feature 1 across the mound and is considered to be denuded mound material.

At the northern end of the trench beneath layer 57, lying at the same level as the surface of the natural

gravel was a line of large flint nodules with some chalk lumps (59). The line was up to 0.5m wide and 0.13m

high and comprised unbonded nodules and lumps up to 0.18m across (Pl. 2). It was well faced to both sides and

laid flat. It overlay a chalky deposit (60), perhaps a bedding layer, which was not investigated. The alignment of

the nodules was parallel to that of feature 1 but in the narrow trench this could be misleading. It is considered

that this is more likely to be a kerb to a barrow rather than a dwarf wall of a building. To the north of the kerb,

that is within the mound, was a brown/grey gravel in a silty clay matrix (58) considered to be another make up
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layer of the mound. A single base sherd of coarse flint-tempered prehistoric pottery was recovered from context

58.

Finds

Pottery by Jane Timby

The archaeological work resulted in the recovery of a moderately large assemblage of 844 sherds of pottery

weighing c 7kg (Appendix 3). Most of the pottery dates to the Roman period with some possible later prehistoric

sherds and two later pieces of medieval date. The assemblage was sorted into broad fabric types based on the

principal inclusions present in the clay, the frequency and grade of the inclusions and the firing colour. Codes

given for the prehistoric pottery reflect the inclusions present in the pastes using the recommendations outlined

in the Prehistoric Ceramics Research Group (PCRG 1997). For the Roman wares, named or known regional

types were classified using the National Roman fabric reference collection (Tomber and Dore 1998). The entire

assemblage was quantified by sherd count and weight for each recorded context.

Description of fabrics and forms (Appendix 3)
The assemblage was quite diverse in composition and appears to be chronologically mixed. The earliest material

present is handmade flint tempered wares (FL1), mostly quite coarse in nature which account for 42% of the

assemblage. The only featured sherd is a beaded rim jar. A single finer flint-tempered bodysherd was also

recovered. The sherds could be of later Iron Age or early Roman date. Of probably similar date are a number of

handmade grog-tempered wares which make up a further 12.1% by sherd count of the assemblage. Forms

include necked, cordoned jars, beaded rim jars, everted rim jars and curved wall dishes. Various other mixed grit

fabrics present in minor amounts (eg. sandy with flint (SAFL); sandy with organic matter (SAOR); grog and

sand (GRSA)) are also likely to date to the later Iron Age or early Roman period. Products of the Alice Holt

industry dominate the assemblage accounting for around 38.2% by count. These can divided into coarser black

sandy wares typical of the earlier phases of the industry; a coarse oxidized ware also an early product and the

more standardized grey wares. The black wares include ‘Surrey’ bowls (Lyne and Jefferies 1979, class 5),

necked bowls, dishes with burnished interiors, beaded rim jars and everted rim jars. The grey wares appears as a

variety of jars, everted, beaded rim and flat rim (Lyne and Jefferies 1979, classes 1, 3A and 4), dishes with flat

or grooved rims; a hemispherical flanged bowl and a platter imitating a moulded imported form.

The group includes a few of continental and regional imports. The former are limited to a single sherd of

Central Gaulish samian from a decorated bowl (Drag. 30 or 37) and a single sherd of Baetican olive-oil amphora
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from southern Spain. Regional imports are confined to four sherds of Dorset black burnished ware, one

Oxfordshire colour-coated sherd and six sherds from products of the New Forest. The former includes jar,

flanged rim conical bowl and plain-walled dish; the latter an indented beaker all typical of the later Roman

period.

Other sherds comprise unprovenanced sandy wares dominated by various grey wares which account for

38% of the whole assemblage. Few sherds are featured but most come from everted rim jars. At least two

poppyhead beakers are present amongst the grey and black finer wares. The only other sherd worthy of note is a

white-slipped oxidized base with a post-firing sgraffito X scratched onto the underside.

Distribution
Most of the assemblage, some 818 sherds (97%), was recovered from a single feature probably a ditch. The

assemblage appears mixed chronologically, with wares of later Iron Age-early Roman character alongside 2nd-

century sherds and some pieces dating to the later 3rd-4th century. The emphasis is on the earlier material. Later

Roman sherds, exemplified by the regional imports (Dorset BB1, Oxfordshire and New Forest wares) were

present in contexts 52, 53 and 54. The single sherd of Lezoux samian (context 53) along with some vessels, such

as the poppyhead beakers are probably 2nd-century in date. The fragmentation rate appears moderately high

with a low overall average sherd weight of 8.3g, more typical of redeposited or disturbed material. The

assemblage thus does not represent a single event but either indicates backfill from mixed deposits in the late

Roman or post-Roman period or could perhaps suggest midden material from a long standing settlement nearby.

The single sherd recovered from the mound deposits (58) is a coarse flint-tempered basesherd which is of

later prehistoric date but whether it is Bronze Age or Iron Age is impossible to say. Two sherds of medieval date

and further Roman sherds were recovered from the subsoil.

Struck Flint by Steve Ford

A small collection comprising just 23 struck flints was recovered during the course of the evaluation Appendix

4). These comprise 20 flakes and 3 spalls (pieces less than 20x20mm). Ditch 1 produced most of the flintwork,

14 pieces in all but all as residual finds from within the Roman levels. The flint is made from a range of flint

colours with black and grey flint represented. Some flints are relatively fresh whereas others are lightly patinated

and edge damaged. The flint could have come from either the underlying gravel or nearby chalk. None of the

items are closely datable in themselves and could be of Neolithic or Bronze Age date. The seemingly high
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number of narrow flakes, is not considered to reflect a Mesolithic or an earlier Neolithic component to the

collection but fortuitous by products of the knapping process.

Metalwork by Steven Crabb

Two iron nails were recovered from this site; both were recovered from ditch 1 (middle fill 53).

Ceramic Building Material by Danielle Milbank

The evaluation produced 15 pieces of ceramic building material weighing 391g in total (Appendix 5). These

were examined at x10 magnification.

The collection included two tile fragments (43g) one of which is hard and well-fired, with a reduced core.

The other is softer and an orange red colour. Both are from the subsoil layer (51). Neither are closely dateable

but are likely to be medieval or post medieval.

A total of 13 fragments (348g) of less diagnostic material was recovered from feature 1. Of these, one was

large and well-fired, with a slightly reduced core, and may be a Roman brick fragment (Brodribb 1987). The

remainder were a light red colour, and in a fine, hard sandy fabric with occasional poorly-sorted inclusions

(possibly limestone). No wattle impressions were present to suggest they are daub fragments. Roman brick and

tile fragments are a frequent find on sites with Roman activity, and also in later periods, which reflects the

durable nature of building materials, especially thick and well-fired pieces such as the fragment from context 52.

Geophysical Survey

The full geophysical report is presented as Appendix 6. In summary, curvilinear anomalies can be identified

coincident with the mound area (Appendix 6, fig. 04). These anomalies appear to indicate that feature 1 found by

the evaluation trench was responsible for one of these anomalies and is thus not a field boundary or enclosure (as

thought possible from the presence of the Roman pottery). The outer two curvilinear anomalies appear to form a

circular plan around the mound and plausibly represent a ring ditch. The inner anomaly is unexplained.

Conclusion

The intention of this evaluation was to determine the nature of the near circular earthwork present on this site.

This was achieved by the excavation of a trench into the mound and by geophysical survey.

The size and shape of the mound suggested that it was most likely to be one of the commonest of circular

mounds in the landscape, that of a round barrow or a less common feature such as a motte (an early castle
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mound) or windmill. The suggestion that it was a windmill seems least likely, due to the siting of the mound on

low-lying, relatively sheltered ground. Similarly, whilst the context of a late Saxon and early medieval manor

and town would be a typical setting for an early castle, the relatively small area of the mound even if denuded,

and lack of earthworks forming a bailey, seem to argue against a fortification. The trenching has also confirmed

that the mound is not a product of modern dumping.

The evaluation revealed the presence of a large feature, in a location which could be anticipated for a ditch

surrounding the mound if the structure was a typical barrow. Whilst the exact nature of the feature nor its

orientation were determined by the evaluation trench, the geophysical survey indicates a circular plan.

The presence of a large volume of Roman pottery deposited in later Roman times in the upper fill of the

ditch suggests that this ditch was still open at this time and that Roman occupation is likely to be present nearby.

However, despite the presence of such a large volume of pottery, it is noteworthy that none was recovered from

the layers making up the mound. This is either a remarkable feature of the formation of the archaeological

record, or, the mound was already in existence prior to this Roman activity.

No definitive data on the construction of the mound could be identified other than dump material

consistent with upcast from ditch digging through gravel. At the base of the mound a line of flint nodules with

some chalk, parallel to the side feature 1 is considered to be a kerb. Such features are recorded for Bronze Age

round barrows (Ashbee 1960, 47). The relatively low elevation of the mound and its spread across the top of

feature 1 suggests that it might have been over-ploughed in post-Roman times with the few sherds of abraded

medieval pottery from the subsoil being indicative of when this might have taken place.

It is considered that this circular mounded feature is the remains of a round barrow, probably of Bronze

Age date.
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APPENDIX 1: Trench details

0m at SE end

Trench  Length (m) Breadth (m) Depth (m) Comment
1 7.5 1 1.5 SW end: 0-0.25m topsoil dark grey/brown clayey loam (50); 0.25-0.5m dark

reddish brown silty clay subsoil (51); 0.5-0.7m grey/ reddish/brown silty clay
with frequent gravel subsoil (55); 0.7m+ natural geology brown/red sandy silt
and gravel. Feature 1, Mound and Kerb 59. [Pls 1 and 2].
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APPENDIX 2: Feature details

Trench Cut Fill (s) Type Date Dating evidence
1 1 52, 53, 54 Ditch?  Prehistoric?

Upper fill 4th C AD
Pottery

1  59 Kerb Prehistoric? Morphology
1  56, 57, 58 Mound Prehistoric? Pottery, Morphology
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APPENDIX 3: Summary of Roman pottery

 Fabric Description No No% Wt Wt %
Import LEZ SA Central Gaulish samian 1 0.1 2 0.0

 BAT AM Baetican amphora 2 0.2 40 0.6
Regional DOR BB1 Dorset black burnished ware 4 0.5 38 0.5

 NFO RS/CC New Forest colour-coated ware 5 0.6 53 0.8
 NFO PA? New Forest coarse parchment ware 1 0.1 5 0.1
 OXF RS Oxfordshire colour-coated ware 1 0.1 4 0.1

Local ALH BW Alice Holt black sandy 103 12.2 631 9.0
 ALH RE  Alice Holt greyware 215 25.5 1540 21.9
 ALH OX Alice Holt oxidised ware 4 0.5 51 0.7

Other BWF fine black ware 1 0.1 5 0.1
 BWFMIC fine micaceous black ware 4 0.5 15 0.2
 BWNSA brown sandy ware 1 0.1 3 0.0
 FL1 coarse flint-tempered ware 42 5.0 468 6.7
 FL2 finer flint-tempered ware 1 0.1 7 0.1
 GR grog-tempered ware 102 12.1 1404 20.0
 GRSA sandy grog-tempered ware 6 0.7 61 0.9
 GREY miscellaneous sandy grey wares 320 38.0 2500 35.6
 GYF fine grey ware 6 0.7 34 0.5
 OXID miscellaneous sandy ware 11 1.3 57 0.8
 OXIDF fine oxidised ware 4 0.5 16 0.2
 SAFL sandy flint-tempered ware 3 0.4 46 0.7
 SAOR organic tempered sandy ware 4 0.5 19 0.3
 WSOXID white-slipped oxidised ware 1 0.1 24 0.3

TOTAL  842  7023
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APPENDIX 4: Catalogue of struck flint

Cut Deposit Intact Flake Intact Blade Broken Flake Broken Blade Spall
 50 2 2 2 - 1
 51 - - 1 - -

1 52 3 1 (serrated?) 5 - 1
1 53 1 - - 1 1
1 54 1 - - - -
 58 - 1  - -
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APPENDIX 5. Ceramic Building Material

Cut Deposit No. Wt (g) Comment
 51 2 43 Medieval or later tile
1 52 8 272
1 53 5 76
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APPENDIX 6. Geophysical Survey
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Plate 1. Trench 1, ditch 1, looking south west, Scales: 2m and 1m

Plate 2. Trench 1 north west end, flint kerb 59, looking south west, Scales: 1m and 0.5m.
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Plates 1 and 2.
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TIME CHART

Calendar Years

Modern AD 1901

Victorian AD 1837

Post Medieval  AD 1500

Medieval AD 1066

Saxon AD 410

Roman AD 43
BC/AD

Iron Age 750 BC

Bronze Age: Late 1300 BC

Bronze Age: Middle 1700 BC

Bronze Age: Early 2100 BC

Neolithic: Late 3300 BC

Neolithic: Early 4300 BC

Mesolithic: Late 6000 BC

Mesolithic: Early 10000 BC

Palaeolithic: Upper 30000 BC

Palaeolithic: Middle 70000 BC

Palaeolithic: Lower 2,000,000 BC
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